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CO,II.IIENTS OIN TIIE NOTE OF hlR. PAUL EHRENFEST: TIIE TRANSLATORY JIOTION

OF DEFORIIA13LE ELECTRONS AND TIIE AREA LAW

by A. Einstein
[Annalen der Physik 23 (1907): 206-208]

The article referred to above contains the following remarks:
'In the formulation in which blr. Einstein published it, Lorentzian

relc2tivistic elcctrodynamic.8 is rather generally viewed as a complete system.
Accordingly, it must also be able to provide purely deductively an �}SWer to
tlie question posed by transferring Abraham's problem from tlie rigid electron
to tlic deformc2ble one: Grcinted that there exists a deformable electron that
has sonic nonsplieI'ical and nonellipsoidal form wlien at rest. According to hlr.
Einstein, this electroii undergoes the well-lcnown Lorentz contraction during
uniform translatioii. h'ell then, is it possible for this electron to undergo
foi-ce-free uniform translation in every direction, or is it not?11

Concerning this I have the following comments:

relativity toffetlier witli the principle of tlie constaiicy of velocity of light,
is not to l)e conceived as a complete system, in fact, not as a system at
all, but Iiierely as a IieurisLic principle whicli, wlien considered by itself,
coiitains only statemcnts about rigid bodies, clocks, and liglit signals. It is
only by requiring ,relations beth7cen otlierwise seemingly unrelated laws that

For exaniple, tlie tlieory of the motioii of electrons arises in tlie follow-
ing Ii'ay. One postulates the hlaxwell eqiiations for vacuum for a systern of
space-tiiiie coordinates. By applying tlie space-time transformation derived by
means of tlie system of relativity? one f inds the transformation equations for
tlie electric and magnetic forces. Using tlie latter, and applyiIig tlie space-
tinie transforination once again, one arrives at the law for the acceleration of
an electron moving at arbitrary speed from tb.e law for the acceleratioii of the

'e are not dealing Iiere at all witli a system in wliicli the individual laws
are iniplicitly contained and from which tlicy can l)e found by deduction alone,
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CONIIIENT ON EIIRENFFST, S NTOTE
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Tlie principle of relativity, oi", Iiiore exactly9 tlie principle of

tl)e tlieory of relativity pi-ovides additional statellienLs.

slowly Iiioving elcctroii (wliicli is assumed or obtained froin experience). Thus,
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but only with a principle that (similar to the second law of the theory of
heat) permits the reduction of certain laws to others.

Previously9 when one did not rely on the principle of relativity9
but instead tried to obtain the laws of motion of electrons by electrodynamic
methods, one found it necessary to make more def inite assumptions on the
distribution of electricity so that the problem is not ati undetermined one.
The electricity was thought of as being distributed over a (rigid) framework.
It should be noted that the laws that govern the motion of such a structure
cannot be derived from electrodynamics alone. After all, the f ramework is
nothing other than the introduction of forces which balance the electrodynarnic
ones. If we view the framework as a rigid body (i.e. one not deformable by
external forces), the problem of the motion of the electron can be solved
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deductively without arbitrariness only if the dynarnics of the rigid body is
known with suff icient accuracy.

If the theory of relativity is correct, we are still far from the latter
goal. For the time being9 we only have the kinematics of parallel translation
and an expression for the kinetic energy of a body in parallel translation,
provided the latter does not interact with other bodiesl; for the rest, both
the dynaJnics and the kinematics of a rigid body have at present to be
considered as unknown, for the case under consideration.
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II will soon show in an article that the latter restriction is essential.
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